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Try as hard as you like, there's just no pleasing a disapproving rabbit Let them hop around your

house, they'll disapprove of your decorating skills. Feed them tasty veggies, they'll disapprove of

your culinary skills. Sit together in your yard, and they'll disapprove of your gardening (even as they

devour it). Long thought of as mindless raiders of gardens and happy couriers of colored eggs, it's

almost as if rabbits have been getting the best of us for years, secretly disapproving of all our

non-rabbit ways.Fortunately Sharon Stiteler, known as the Bird Chick for her work in the birding

community, began to notice something not-quite-right about her pet rabbit Cinnamon. It appeared

that Cinnamon didn't approve . . . of anything. After studying a great many photos, Sharon has

soundly and without-out-a-doubt proved that rabbits have some major attitude.
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This is a book with photos of rabbits and captions. No rabbit out there approves of this. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I've got this in my office next to some chairs for people to flip through while they wait. Always gets a

laugh and gives me the opportunity to mention what great INDOOR pets rabbits make ;)

When I page through this delightful little book, I always see something funny and charming. Now I

have to admit to being a rabbit lover, and further, I must reveal that many believe I have a warped



(or no) sense of humor, so maybe this book wouldn't be for everyone. But if you love rabbits, or if

you enjoy humor that challenges preconceived ideas (After all, how scary can a rabbit really be?

Then again, have you ever lived with one?) these pictures with their improbable captions might be

just what you need to get through a difficult day.

I've been sharing my life with house rabbits for over ten years. I've got to say that this book is a

barrel of laughs. Having known bunnies with 'tude, I can say that, despite their excellent senses of

humor, they are also masters of disapproval. From "Sorry, slave, but that lettuce isn't organic" to

"Go ahead, make me get off this couch," their faces are so full of expression! It's amazing to see

how so much intelligence and emotion are packed into those little fur bodies.

Super cute & hilarous. Lost my rabbit a few months ago, and this helps cheer me up.

rabbits will always let you know of their disaprovalthey can make some funny facesto all bunny

people, it was funny to see what the rabbits were thinking about their companions

I approve of this book. It's always nice to support the rabbit community.

This is truly a bunny lover book. You do have to own or have had owned a rabbit to know the face of

disapproval.

I absolutely LOVE this book ~ I just ordered 2 copies as gifts... I've had my own copy several years,

and paging through it still makes me laugh out loud!
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